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Defendant’s Reply Brief to Government’s Response to Defendant’s Motion to

Dismiss Indictment

A. The Government’s Assumption that Defendant is a “Person” within 26 USC §

7206(1) is Not Supported by Law.

1. The Meaning of “Person” is Limited in the Code.

“Person”’s meaning in Chapter 75 of the Internal Revenue Code (“Code”), is limited by the terms of

§7343.  §7343 can have no other purpose but to limit the broad language of §7701(a)(1). Whether a

Defendant is among the limited class defined in §7343 is a fundamental element of the offense, and

failure of the government to allege it directly, and require the grand jury to determine whether probable

cause exists as to that element, is a fatal defect in the Indictment.  Russell v U.S., 369 U.S. 749, 82

S.Ct.1038, 8 L.Ed.2d 240 (1962).  

Contrary to the government’s allegations that the term “person...has been afforded the broadest

possible interpretation” (Government’s Brief, page 5), it does not appear that any court of record has
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  The language of each section is set forth in Defendant’s principal brief, pp.4-5.  1

 2

analyzed the dichotomy in the language of §7206(1) and §7343 .  Due to that dichotomy alone, either1

“individual” in §7701(a)(1) is not comprehensive in meaning, or §7343 is intended to replace and limit

§7701(a)(1) for purposes of §7206. In either case, the Indictment fails. Rather than addressing this

directly, the government merely alleges that it has referenced §7206(1), parroted its language, and trots

out a hackneyed lexicon of adjectives to distract from this fundamental issue.  The government seeks to

make its point by ridiculing Mr. Hendrickson’s lawful insistence that the government must be held to the

burden of proof required by the Constitution and numerous Courts of Appeal, rather than addressing the

merits of the issue.  Valentine v Konteh, 395 F.3d 626 (6  Cir.2005).th

2. No Court Has Analyzed the Meaning of “Person” in §7343.

        In support of its claim of frivolity, the government cites cases which fail to substantively address the

issue before this Court.  U.S. v Karlin 785 F. 2 , 90, 91 (3d Cir., 1986), states in dictum that thend

defendant was a “person” within the meaning of 26 USC § 7203, but does not consider the section

contradictions above.  It assumes, but does not analyze, its conclusion.   The government also cites U.S. v

Latham, 754 F 2  747, 750 (7th Cir. 1985), for the proposition that Mr. Hendrickson’s arguments arend

“inane”.  Defendant Latham claimed that the trial court abused its discretion and was biased in its

decisions regarding jury instructions, causing the court to summarily deny his arguments without any

analysis of who a “person” is per §7343.  The government also cites U.S. v Condo, 741 F. 2  238, 239nd

(9  Cir.1984), for the proposition that the language of §7343 expands the definition of “person” ratherth

than restricts it.  Without citing any law, the court concludes that §7343 is expansive, but does not address

its inherently limiting terms, which directly contradicts several decisions by the United States Supreme

Court cited in Mr. Hendrickson’s brief.  The government next claims that U.S. v Rice, 659 F.2d

524,528(5th Cir.1981) supports its argument.  The court rejected Mr. Rice’s argument in a tone of

condescending dismissal without any analysis.  It did it offer any explanation of the reasons why the

language of §7343 was, per its legislative history, deliberately reinstated as a term of limitation in the

Code.  Finally, the government cites U.S. v Romero, 648 F. 2  1014 (9  Cir. 1981), where again the courtnd th

made no attempt to analyze definition of “person” within §7343, satisfying itself with reciting a series of

old cases that themselves performed no such analysis.  All of the above defendants were charged with

different crimes than Mr. Hendrickson; none presented the issue in this case; and no court took its

fundamental duty of jurisprudential analysis seriously enough to present a reasoned decision on the

meaning of “person” as that term differs in expression and purpose within the Code.  To merely assume

that “person” means everyone is to ignore the history and meaning of its removal and re-insertion in the

Code, relevant Supreme Court decisions, and even to render a portion of the Code a nullity.
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Undersigned counsel was unable to locate the 6th Circuit case United States v Maggi, 173 F. 3  430 (Table), cited2 rd

on page 6 of the government response brief, and is therefore unable to respond to it.  No copy was appended to the

government’s responsive brief.  It appears from the government’s response brief that Maggi was arguing that he was

not a “person” because of his federal employment, an issue not before this Court.
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The government’s recitation of several unpublished Sixth Circuit decisions reveals a similar

pattern.   The government cites U.S. v Boling in support of its “frivolous” argument, but the Boling court2

only issued conclusory dictum regarding §7343 without any analysis or comparison to nonidentical

sections of the Code.  The case is notable for its dismissive attitude of Mr. Boling’s attempts to assert his

constitutional rights, a tenor similar to the government’s in this case.  The government also cites U.S. v

Brookbank, 19 F.3d 10(Table) (6  Cir.1994), another decision with little or no analysis, no comparison toth

competing definitions within the Code, and issues that are inapposite to those before this court.

By comparison, reported cases from the Sixth Circuit do find merit in issues involving definition

of who is intended to be the subject of certain statutes, and more to the point, analyze statutory terms as

part of a recognition that issues of definition reside at the heart of applying laws in an informed and

fundamentally fair manner, rather than demeaning both interpretive challenges and those who bring them.

In U.S. v Detroit Medical Center, No. 07-1602 (6  Cir. 2-26-09), the court analyzed tax statutes for theth

meaning of “student”, noting that “absent an indication Congress [meant] some different import”,

Congress intended terms to have their “ordinary, contemporary, common meaning.” (Emphasis supplied).

In this case, Congress obviously intended to convey a different meaning than §7206(1), by deliberately

re-inserting the different and more restrictive language of §7343.  The Detroit Medical Center court

recognized the import of correctly defining who was affected by the statute: “[T]he meaning of ‘student’

is indeed a legal issue....” (Emphasis supplied).  In U.S. v Neal, 93 F.3d 219 (6  Cir. 1996), the court,th

examining the definition of “person” contained in §7343 as it applies to corporate officers, criticized the

government for not adequately addressing this issue, noting that this is an “ultimate issue” as to the Code

and its criminal application.    It is plainly apparent that the court regarded this issue as deserving much

more than mere recitation of inadequate authorities:

            “The government first argues that the district court erred in dismissing the indictment basically 

              because other circuits have affirmed convictions of corporate officers for failure to file corporate 

              returns.  Although this is the ultimate issue in the government’s case, the government once again

              glosses over the district court’s central concern and the basis for dismissal: the source of the

              underlying legal obligation....”  Neal, supra, at 222 (emphasis supplied). 

              

        Finally, in OfficeMax v U.S., 428 F. 3d 583 (6  Cir.2005), the court begins its opinion with thisth

observation:

            “When a party presents the question whether ‘and’ means ‘or’, it is tempting to be dismissive

              of the claim or, worse, to make a crack about the demise of the rule of law.  But in this instance
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              the disputed ‘and’ appears in the context of several uses of the term that are alternatively 

              conjunctive and disjunctive and as much as nine billion dollars in potential tax refund claims

              rest on the resolution of the issue in this case....which prompt[s] us to be anything but dismissive

              of the question.”  OfficeMax, supra, at 584.

           Prior to OfficeMax, the terms at issue had been presumed to have clear meaning since the inception

of telephone service at the end of the 19  century, when Congress imposed its first tax on that service.th

But for the first time, in OfficeMax the court was persuaded that the terms’ meanings and usage deserved

a closer look, and after examining the terminology in the statute, the legislative history, and even a

dictionary, the court remarked:

            “As these different usages reveal, there is more to ‘and’ than meets the eye.  The case, then, does

             not simply turn on the intuition that ‘and’ means ‘and’, ‘or’ means ‘or’, and never the twain shall

             meet.”  OfficeMax, supra, at 588.

  

        In construing the meaning of different expressions of “person” within the Code, the applicable,

longstanding rule of interpretation is:

         “In the interpretation of statutes levying taxes it is the established rule not to extend their provisions

          by implication beyond the clear import of the language used, or to enlarge their operation so as to

          embrace matters not specifically pointed out.  In case of doubt, they are construed most strongly

        against the government and in favor of the citizen.”  Gould v Gould, 245 U.S. 151, 38 S.Ct. 53          

    (1917).

       There seem to be only two possible conclusions about the difference in “person” found in differing

sections of Chapter 75 of the Code: either the term as stated in §7701(a)(1) is not comprehensive, and

therefore some individuals are not included in its definition for purposes of §7206(1); or §7343 is

intended to replace or limit the application of §7701(a)(1), and the “persons” to whom it applies.  The

government attempts to skirt this reality by referencing, on p.5 of its response, “United States person” as

an all-inclusive concept.  In fact, that term is a specialized category with its own separate definition,

which appears in various unrelated sections of the Code, and its use here is at best misleading.     

        In this case, the government is essentially arguing that there is one, open-ended definition of

“person” relevant to §7206(1), and without even attempting to explain why §7343 would be necessary if

that were so, urges this court to look no further.  This is a form of myopia that this court should firmly

reject.  When laws mean whatever the prosecution says they mean, every citizen is in trouble, and the rule

of law has no meaning.  Establishing that Mr. Hendrickson is a “person” within the meaning of §7343 is a

prerequisite to any claim that he has violated a duty he was obligated to follow under the Code, and as

such is an essential element of the crime charged by the Indictment.  No presumption by the government

that it has met this definition, however glibly expressed, can substitute for the uniformly applied

requirement that it actually do so.  Because it has not done so, the Indictment must be dismissed.  
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Respectfully submitted, 

/s/Ellen Dennis (P-24400)

Law Office of Ellen Dennis

Attorney for Defendant Hendrickson

101 S. Ann Arbor St., Ste. 203A

Saline, Michigan 48176

734 944-5819

l_den1947@yahoo.com

/s/Lyle D. Russell (P-27039)

Russell & Stoychoff, P.C.

Attorney for Defendant Hendrickson

4468 W. Walton Blvd.

Waterford, MI 48329

248-618-0300

Lylerussell@magnusoft.com

Dated: May 21, 2009
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/s/ Lyle D. Russell               

Lyle D. Russell, Jr. P27039

Attorney for Defendant Peter Hendrickson

4468 W. Walton Blvd. 

Waterford, MI 48329

248-618-0300

Email: lylerussell@magnusoft.com
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